
A Place In The Garden  

Bio Ethanol Fire Pit Install  

Thank you for your purchase of  one of  our Zinc Fire Tables and Eco Smart 
Ethanol Burners. These instructions apply to both the Round and Slim models 

1) Place your zinc fire table in the desired location. 
2) Open your burner from its packaging and place it in one piece into the hole in 

the top of  the table 
3) Fill up your provided 5l Jerry Can with the supplied E-nrg Bio Fuel.  
4) Please then fill up your burner using the Jerry Can provided. For both 

burners, we recommend for the first time filling these up to the maximum 
level.  

5) ROUND ONLY - Please insert the Efficiency ring into the Burner 
6) This is the installation now complete. When not in use with the ROUND 

model, please ensure you put the lid back onto the burner, and for the SLIM, 
please close the flap to ensure water cannot get into the fuel. 

How to light the Fire Table 

1) Remove the lid off  the ROUND / flip up the metal flap on the SLIM burner 
using the provided lighting Rod 

2) Using the extended lighting rod, please dip this into the bio ethanol fuel and 
remove it from the burner 

3) With a lighter, please light the end of  the burning rod and then place the rod 
back into the burner to ignite the fuel. 

4) Please note it takes a few minutes for the fire pit to fully ignite and work as it 
should 

How to extinguish the Fire 

If  you would like to stop the flame: 
ROUND - With the lighting rod, place the lid safely back on top of  the burner to 

extinguish the flame 
SLIM - With the lighting rod, please flip the metal flap back over the burner to 

extinguish the flame. 


